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24 CFR Ch. XX (4–1–14 Edition) § 3280.816 

EFFECTIVE DATE NOTE: At 78 FR 73992, Dec. 
9, 2013, § 3280.815 was amended by revising 
paragraph (a), effective June 6, 2014. For the 
convenience of the user, the revised text is 
set forth as follows: 

§ 3280.815 Polarization. 
(a)(1) Except as provided in paragraph 

(a)(2) of this section, the white conductor 
must be employed for the grounded (neutral) 
circuit conductors only and must be con-
nected to the white terminal or lead on re-
ceptacle outlets and fixtures. The grounded 
conductor must be the unswitched wire in 
switched circuits. 

(2) A cable containing an insulated con-
ductor with a white or natural gray outer 
finish or a marking of three continuous 
white stripes may be used for single-pole, 
three-way, or four-way switch loops, where 
this conductor is used for the supply to the 
switch, but not as a return conductor from 
the switch to the switched outlet. In these 
applications, the conductor with white or 
natural gray insulation or with three contin-
uous white stripes must be permanently re- 
identified to indicate its use by painting or 
other effective means at its terminations 
and at each location where the conductor is 
visible and accessible. 

* * * * * 

§ 3280.816 Examination of equipment 
for safety. 

The examination or inspection of 
equipment for safety, according to this 
standard, shall be conducted under uni-
form conditions and by organizations 
properly equipped and qualified for ex-
perimental testing, inspections of the 
run of goods at factories, and service- 
value determinations through field ex-
aminations. 

Subpart J—Transportation 
§ 3280.901 Scope. 

Subpart J of this standard covers the 
general requirement for designing the 
structure of the manufactured home to 
fully withstand the adverse effects of 
transportation shock and vibration 
without degradation of the integrated 
structure or of its component parts and 
the specific requirements pertaining to 
the transportation system and its rela-
tionship to the structure. 

§ 3280.902 Definitions. 
(a) Chassis means the entire transpor-

tation system comprising the following 

subsystems: drawbar and coupling 
mechanism, frame, running gear as-
sembly, and lights. 

(b) Drawbar and coupling mechanism 
means the rigid assembly, (usually an 
A frame) upon which is mounted a cou-
pling mechanism, which connects the 
manufactured home’s frame to the tow-
ing vehicle. 

(c) Frame means the fabricated rigid 
substructure which provides consider-
able support to the affixed manufac-
tured home structure both during 
transport and on-site; and also provides 
a platform for securement of the run-
ning gear assembly, the drawbar and 
coupling mechanism. 

(d) Running gear assembly means the 
subsystem consisting of suspension 
springs, axles, bearings, wheels, hubs, 
tires, and brakes, with their related 
hardware. 

(e) Lights means those safety lights 
and associated wiring required by ap-
plicable U.S. Department of Transpor-
tation regulations. 

(f) Transportation system, (Same as 
chassis, above). 

(g) Highway, includes all roads and 
streets to be legally used in trans-
porting the manufactured home. 

[40 FR 58752, Dec. 18, 1975. Redesignated at 44 
FR 20679, Apr. 6, 1979, as amended at 47 FR 
28093, June 29, 1982] 

§ 3280.903 General requirements for 
designing the structure to with-
stand transportation shock and vi-
bration. 

(a) The cumulative effect of highway 
transportation shock and vibration 
upon a manufactured home structure 
may result in incremental degradation 
of its designed performance in terms of 
providing a safe, healthy and durable 
dwelling. Therefore, the manufactured 
home shall be designed, in terms of its 
structural, plumbing, mechanical and 
electrical systems, to fully withstand 
such transportation forces during its 
intended life. (See §§ 3280.303(c) and 
3280.305(a)). 

(b) Particular attention shall be 
given to maintaining watertight integ-
rity and conserving energy by assuring 
that structural components in the roof 
and walls (and their interfaces with 
vents, windows, doors, etc.) are capable 
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